Come Down from the Art Basel High at Some of Miami’s Best Resorts

Catch some much-needed R&R after 4 days of parties and networking in one of these exquisite resorts. Miami is already known for its electric parties and red carpets. Combine that with Art Basel Miami—one of the most anticipated and buzzed-about annual art shows in the world—and Florida’s already glamorous international city escalates into a dizzying extravaganza. After spending the show’s 4 days (the festivities kick off on December 7) hitting all of this year’s can’t-miss sights and soirees, seek refuge in the following local resorts. Chosen for their privacy and best-of-the-best accommodations, they are the perfect way to recover from long nights and come down from a buyer’s high.

#1 Faena Hotel Miami Beach

Argentine fashion designer Alan Faena wanted the cultural energy of Art Basel to remain in Miami year-round, so his Faena Hotel Miami Beach is fittingly brimming with art—most notably Damien Hirst’s $18 million mammoth skeleton gilded in gold leaf welcoming visitors in the driveway. Inside, splashes of turquoise, red velvet, and animal print promote relaxation in a fun, lighthearted atmosphere. A chic hammam and extensive lineup of treatments using natural, hand-blended products also help guests unwind in style.